Abstract: This paper proposes a technique for in situ measurement of lens aberrations up to the 37th Zernike coefficient in lithographic tools under partial coherent illumination. The technique requires the acquisition and analysis of aerial image intensities of a set of 36 binary gratings with different pitches and orientations. By simplifying the theoretical derivation of the optical imaging under partial coherent illumination, two linear models are proposed in a compact expression with two matrixes, which can be easily obtained in advance by numerical calculation instead of by lithographic simulators, and then used to determine the Zernike coefficients of odd aberration and even aberration respectively. The simulation work conducted by PROLITH has validated the theoretical derivation and confirms that such a technique yields a superior quality of wavefront estimate with an accuracy of Zernike coefficients on the order of 0.1mλs (λ = 193nm) and an accuracy of wavefronts on the order of mλs, due to further considering the influence of the partial coherence factor on pupil sampling. It is fully expected that this technique will simple to implement and will provide a useful practical means for the in-line monitoring of imaging quality of lithographic tools under partial coherent illumination.
Introduction
As the limit of optical lithography is pushed and feature densities continue to increase, lens aberration has become one of the most important factors to evaluate the imaging quality of lithographic tools [1] [2] [3] [4] . One method to mathematically model lens aberrations utilizes Zernike polynomials, which are a complete orthogonal set of polynomials over the interior of the unit circle [5] [6] [7] . The Zernike series representation is useful as it provides explicit expressions for the well-known low order aberrations such as spherical, coma, astigmatism, etc., while higher-order polynomials are less significant in the description of aberrations. However, in order to meet the requirement of optical path tolerances on the order of several nanometers over extremely large aperture of current projection lens, the higher-order coefficients of Zernike polynomials are becoming increasingly more important for monitoring lens performance on a regular basis [8] . Therefore, there is a need for the manufacturers of lithographic tools to develop in situ techniques and systems to accurately measure aberrations up to the 37th or even higher-order Zernike coefficient.
Generally, in situ measurement techniques can be roughly classified into two categories: one is pupil based and the other is image based. In recent years, a variety of pupil based techniques for in situ aberration measurement have been reported, including ILIAS (integrated lens interferometer at scanner) [9] , iPot (integrated projecting optics tester) [10, 11] , and iPMI (in situ phase measurement interferometer) [12] . Although capable of fast and accurately retrieving aberrations up to the 37th Zernike coefficient, these techniques are concluded to in situ PMI (phase measurement interferometer) method, thus integrated with complex apparatus such as embedded interferometer and micro lens array which result in high cost for lithographic tools.
Due to the advantage of lower cost and easier implement in tools without a portable PMI, aerial image based techniques have been widely used for in situ measurement of lens aberrations. ASML Corporation has developed an aerial image based technique known as TAMIS (TIS at multiple illumination settings), which utilizes a TIS (transmission image sensor) built into the wafer stage for receiving the aerial image intensity of the test binary mark [13] . Using the image displacements of the mark at multiple numerical aperture (NA) and partial coherence settings, the Zernike coefficients can be calculated with a matrix of sensitivities which is a function of NA/σ under multiple illumination settings. Wang et al recently reported a series of TAMIS based techniques to improve the measurement accuracy of coma and even aberrations by optimization of the test marks using phase-shifting gratings [14] [15] [16] . Although TAMIS and its improved techniques are robustness and speed, the accuracy is fully dependent upon the matrix of sensitivities, which should be carefully obtained in advance and can be only calculated by lithographic simulators. Moreover, the test marks used in TAMIS based techniques are orientated in 0° and 90° or additional directions of 45° and 135°, which maintain high sensitivity only to spherical, coma and astigmatism, thus are unable to measure high-order aberrations up to the 37th Zernike coefficient. In the meantime, Nikon Corporation has proposed a Z37 AIS (Aerial Image Sensor) technique which is able to measure aberrations up to the 37th Zernike coefficient by introducing a set of 36 binary grating marks with different pitches and orientations [17, 18] . As these gratings are corresponding to 72 pupil sampling points, the wavefront aberration at each sampling point over the pupil plane can be easily obtained by the spectrum of the aerial image intensity. However, since obtaining the wavefront at each sampling point requires highly coherent illumination, the Z37 AIS technique works best with coherent sources, and is therefore unsuitable for aberration measurement in conventional lithographic tools under partial coherent illumination.
In this paper, by making improvements of both TAMIS and Z37 AIS techniques, we propose what we believe to be a novel technique for in situ measurement of lens aberrations up to the 37th Zernike coefficient in lithographic tools under partial coherent illumination. The technique utilizes the aerial image intensities of a set of 36 binary gratings with different pitches and orientations. The optical property of the + 1st-order spectrum of the aerial image intensity is investigated based on the Hopkins theory of partially coherent imaging. By simplifying the theoretical derivation of the optical imaging under partial coherent illumination, two linear models are proposed in a compact expression with two matrixes, which can be easily obtained in advance by numerical calculation instead of by lithographic simulators and then are used to determine the Zernike coefficients of odd aberration and even aberration respectively. The overall performance of the proposed technique was subsequently simulated by the lithographic simulator PROLITH in order to demonstrate the validity and accuracy of the proposed technique for measuring aberrations up to the 37th Zernike coefficient.
Theory

Aerial image spectrum analysis
A schematic drawing of the optical lithographic imaging is shown in Fig. 1 . In order to simplify the expressions of the imaging system, in the drawing on the left we introduce the Cartesian object plane coordinates (x 0 , y 0 ), image plane coordinates (x i , y i ) and pupil plane coordinates (f, g) which are all normalized according to canonical coordinates proposed by Hopkins [19] , thus the cut off frequency from the pupil plane is normalized to the unit of one. In the drawing on the right, the orientation of the binary grating is defined by the angle θ ranging from 0° to 180°. Our technique utilizes a set of 36 binary grating objects orientated in θ = 0°, 30°, 45°, 90°, 120°, and 135° with different spatial periods. Consider the onedimensional object in the θ direction with normalized spatial period p m = 1/ρ m and opening width p m /2, where m = 1, 2, 3, …, 36. The spectrum of the m th grating becomes:
where ρ is the spatial frequency in the θ direction. As is seen from Eq. (1), the even-order diffraction lights of the binary grating are missing except the 0th-order diffraction light. The spectrum O(ρ) is nonzero only at odd frequencies and zero frequency: Similar to TAMIS and Z37 AIS, the proposed technique also utilizes an aerial image sensor built into the wafer stage for receiving the aerial image intensity of the test binary grating. The spectrum of the aerial image intensity is extracted by Fourier transformation and is subsequently analyzed for aberration measurement. Based on the scalar form of the Hopkins imaging theory [20] , from Eq. (1) the + 1st-order spectrum of the aerial image intensity can be obtained only by the interaction of the 0th-order and + 1/-1st-order diffraction lights of the object [18] , and can be expressed as:
where σ is the partial coherence factor, and defined as the effective source filling factor in the projection optics pupil [13, 18] . The smaller the partial coherence factor is, the higher the degree of illumination coherence is. h is the axial shift of the aerial image sensor at the image plane (in nm). 
The pupil function H(f, g, h) represents the transmission function in the pupil plane and can be written as:
where k = 2π/λ is the wave number, λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic light source, and W(f, g, h) is the total aberrated wavefront including the lens aberration W lens (f, g) that is commonly classified into an odd aberration W odd (f, g) and an even aberration W even (f, g), and another even-type aberration W defocus (f, g, h) that is induced by and proportional to the axial shift h of the aerial image sensor [21] :
where NA is the image-side numerical aperture of the projection lens.
Aberration measurement under partial coherent illumination
From Eq. (2), one method to measure aberrations up to Z 37 term is Z37 AIS technique which is able to directly extract lens aberration W lens (ρ m , θ m ) at pupil sampling point (ρ m , θ m ) [17, 18] . However, as the partial coherence factor σ increases, there is no longer sampling point but sampling spot with a radius of σ, hence the lens aberration at each pupil sampling point is impossible to be accurately obtained. Therefore, the Z37 AIS technique should be improved by further considering the influence of partial coherence factor on pupil sampling.
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Here, the real part Re[I(ρ m , θ m , σ, h)] and the imaginary part Im[I(ρ m , θ m , σ, h)] are respectively written as: 
where the integral region S(σ) is a intersection part of the two circles according to the circ functions in Eqs. (5) and (6), and is represented in Cartesian coordinates (f c , g c ) as a shaded area shown in Fig. 3 . Consider a small amount of aberrations in the projection lens: (14) into Eq. (10), the expression of phase shift of the + 1st-order spectrum at the ideal focal plane corresponding to h = 0 can be simplified as:
The amplitude of the + 1st-order spectrum reaches the extreme value occurring at h = D(ρ m , θ m , σ) satisfying the condition: 
More details for derivation of Eqs. (15) and (17) can be found in Appendix A and B respectively.
By expressing aberrations as a series of Zernike polynomials, Eqs. (15) and (17) can be written as:
where n_odd indicates Zernike index for odd aberration, n_even indicates Zernike index for even aberration, F n _ odd (ρ m , θ m , σ) and G n _ even (ρ m , θ m , σ) can be expressed by: 
Here, the function R n (f, g) indicates the n th Zernike polynomial for normalized Cartesian coordinate (f, g) over the pupil plane.
With a set of 36 binary gratings, two sets of 36 linear equations can be obtained from Eqs. (18) and (19) , and respectively with 18 unknowns to be extracted. Since there are more equations than unknowns, both two sets of equations become over-determined and can be solved by the least-square method. In matrix notation the two sets of equations become: 36  36  2  36  36  3  36  36  35  36  36 , , , 36  36  4  36  36  5  36  36  37  36  36 , , , 
where Φ and D are vectors respectively containing the phase shifts and the axial shifts at the setting of 36 binary gratings; Z odd and Z even are unknown vectors to be measured, and respectively containing the Zernike coefficients for odd aberration and even aberration; F and G are two matrixes for measuring odd aberration and even aberration respectively. From Eqs. (24) and (25), each of the matrixes F and G has a compact expression as a function of ρ/θ under a certain partial coherence factor σ. It is obvious that our technique can be applied in conventional lithographic tools under partial coherent illumination, hence overcomes the limitation of the highly coherence illumination in the Z37 AIS technique. Note also that, all of the TAMIS, the Z37 AIS and our technique use the aerial image sensor to extract lateral and axial measurements of the image, while both of the Z37 AIS and our technique require obtaining the Fourier decomposition of the image to analyze the changes of the spectrum caused by aberrations. Furthermore, the TAMIS based techniques need to use a lithographic simulator to calculate the aberration sensitivities, while the proposed matrixes of our technique can be numerically calculated in advance from the analytical derivation. Taking advantage of a set of 36 binary gratings with different pitches and orientations, our technique is capable of measuring high-order aberrations up to the Z 37 term.
Estimate of Zernike errors by lateral and axial metrology errors
In the proposed technique, it is needed to extract lateral and axial measurements of the image. According to Eqs. (24) and (25), the lateral or axial metrology error of the lithographic tool has an impact on the errors in Zernike estimate: 
where T m (in nm) is the image-side pitch of the m th grating, and ∆x (in nm) is the lateral metrology error of the lithographic tool. If the error for lateral metrology is 1nm and the error for axial metrology is 5nm, the resultant errors of Zernike coefficients can be estimated from Eqs. (26) and (27), and thus illustrated in Fig. 4 . It is noted that the resultant error of the Z 4 term reaches 4.35mλ while the absolute error of other terms is less than 1mλ. This overall result is satisfactory and the much larger error of the Z 4 term is due to the little dependence of the sensitivity values G 4 (ρ m , θ m , σ) on the setting (ρ m , θ m ). The similar observation has also been reported in the TAMIS technique [13] . 
PROLITH simulation
The lithographic simulator PROLITH was used to simulate the overall measurement performance under partial coherence settings. The wavelength used in the simulation is 193nm and the NA is 0.75. Figure 5 shows the aberrated wavefront values with Zernike coefficients from Z 2 up to Z 37 that we used as inputs for simulation. 
Validity of the theoretical derivation
The matrixes F and G obtained by numerical calculation are key factors for aberration measurement. The validity of the theoretical derivation of matrixes F and G can be proved by validating the linear models of Eqs. (24) and (25) using a typical partial coherence (e.g. σ = 0.31) for simulation. Figure 6 shows the correlation plots between the simulated shifts and the calculated shifts, by using all the input aberrated wavefronts shown in Fig. 5 for the simulation. From the simulation results shown in Fig. 6 and lots of other simulation results under different highly partial coherences, it is observed that the maximum deviations of the phase shifts and axial shifts are on the order of 10 −3 rads and nms, respectively. This excellent correlation demonstrates the validity of numerical calculation for matrixes F and G. 
Comparison with Z37 AIS technique
To verify the necessity of considering the influence of partial coherence on pupil sampling for the aberration measurement under partial coherent illumination, a comparison was performed with Z37 AIS technique by using the Input Aberration 1 shown in Fig. 5 as an input for the simulation. Figure 7 shows the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) of the absolute measurement error of Zernike coefficients up to Z 37 , by the simulation of Z37 AIS technique at multiple partial coherences from 0.01 to 0.4. From Fig. 7 , it is clear that the RMS of measurement errors by Z37 AIS significantly increases as the partial coherence increases. As the partial coherence is smaller than 0.05 which represents a high degree of illumination coherence, the RMS value is less than 0.25mλ. However, as the partial coherence reaches 0.31, the RMS value increases to 3.6mλ which is an unacceptable error for the aberration measurement. 
Accuracy of the proposed technique
To test the accuracy of the proposed technique, all the aberrated wavefronts shown in Fig. 5 were input into the lithographic simulator for the simulated measurements of Zernike coefficient up to Z 37 at partial coherence 0.31. Figure 9 shows the simulation result of the measurement errors of individual Zernike coefficients from Z 2 up to Z 37 . From Fig. 9 , all the measurement errors of Zernike coefficients tend to be random distribution and converge in ± 0.4mλ (or ± 0.077nm). Furthermore, the agreement between the input and measured aberrated wavefronts is illustrated in Fig. 10 . It is noted that the absolute measurement errors are less than 3.5mλ (or 0.676nm). The simulation result demonstrates that the proposed technique yields a superior quality of wavefront estimate with an accuracy of Zernike coefficients on the order of 0.1mλs (λ = 193nm) and an accuracy of wavefronts on the order of mλs. 
Influence of higher-order aberrations
Theoretically lens aberrations should be expressed as the sum of infinite orthogonal Zernike polynomials over the interior of the unit circle. In practice the aberrations are usually expressed as the sum of finite Zernike terms up to Z N plus a much smaller residual aberration which is the sum of infinite Zernike terms higher than Z N , where N is the highest concerned order. In our simulation above, all the aberrated wavefronts used as inputs are the sum of Zernike terms from Z 2 to Z 37 , which indicates that these input aberrations are treated as Zernike terms up to Z 37 with no residual aberration. These input aberrations can be also treated as Zernike terms from Z 2 to Z N (N is less than 37) plus a residual aberration with Zernike terms higher than Z N . As shown in Fig. 11 , for the Input Aberration 5 it is observed that the amount of the residual aberration over the pupil plane corresponding to N = 32 is smaller than that corresponding to N = 25. To discuss the influence of higher-order aberrations on the performance of our technique, we performed two tests to measure aberrations with Zernike coefficient up to the order N = 25 and N = 32. In this case, each of Z odd and Z even in Eqs. (24) and (25) altogether contain N-1 Zernike coefficients. Figure 12 illustrates a direct comparison for each coefficient between the measured results and the input Zernike coefficients. It is clear that the measured Zernike coefficients corresponding to N = 32 match the input coefficients more closely than that corresponding to N = 25, while from Fig. 9 it is noted that the measured results corresponding to N = 37 are in the best correction with the input values. These simulation results reveal that the residual aberration with Zernike terms higher than Z N has an influence on the measurement of Zernike coefficients from Z 2 to Z N . Therefore, the aberrations should be measured up to a sufficient high-order Zernike term, so that the unknown residual aberration with high-order Zernike terms could be taken into consideration as possible. With a set of 36 binary gratings, our proposed technique has been demonstrated to be capable of measuring Zernike coefficient up to the order N = 37. Since the lens aberrations in a real lithographic tool always contain a residual aberration with the order higher than N = 37, it is expected that this higher-order residual aberration will also have an influence on the measurement of Zernike coefficient up to Z 37 . Fortunately, this influence is little as the residual aberration with the order higher than N = 37 is usually much small. If there is substantial higher-order residual aberration, the proposed technique can be extended to measure Zernike terms higher than Z 37 by utilizing a set of gratings with more different pitches and orientations.
Conclusion
In this paper, a technique for in situ measurement of lens aberrations up to the 37th Zernike coefficient in lithographic tools has been proposed. Two simplified linear models under partial coherent illumination have been theoretically derived as a compact expression with two matrixes, which relate Zernike coefficients of odd aberration and even aberration respectively to phase shifts and amplitudes of the + 1st-order spectra of aerial image intensities. With the help of the models and using a set of 36 binary gratings with different pitches and orientations, Zernike coefficients for odd aberration and even aberration can be easily determined from the measurement of aerial image intensities.
Although capable of measuring aberrations up to the Z 37 term, Z37 AIS technique works best under the condition of highly coherent illumination because of obtaining aberrated wavefront at each sampling point. As the partial coherence increases, it has been demonstrated that Z37 AIS technique no longer maintains a high accuracy of wavefront estimate. From the theoretical analysis, the proposed technique has overcome the significant drawback of Z37 AIS technique due to further considering the influence of the partial coherence factor on pupil sampling. Furthermore, the proposed matrixes can be easily calculated in advance by numerical method instead of only by a lithographic simulator, thus lead to improved convenience for aberration measurement.
According to the simulation results, the proposed technique has been proved to be simple in implementation and yield a superior quality of wavefront estimate with an accuracy of Zernike coefficients on the order of 0.1mλs (λ = 193nm) and an accuracy of wavefronts on the order of mλs, and it may hence provide a basis for a practical utility in real-time monitoring of imaging performance of current lithographic tools under partial coherent illumination. 
